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Introduction 

Across the world, plants are coming under increasing stress from a changing environment. At the 

same time, international trade in plants is bringing species into contact that have been separated by 

oceans, continents, and millions of years of evolutionary history. In these conditions, emerging 

pathogens pose a real risk to the plants we rely on for our food and the regulation of our 

environment. Deciduous tree species are a cornerstone of many ecosystems. The long lifespans of 

these species mean that the damage incurred by losing trees to disease can take ecosystems decades to 

recover from.  

There can be little doubt that future years will see more and more pathogens emerging on a global 

scale. Reviewing past outbreaks is vitally important for managing new emerging pathogens. 

Understanding what makes a pathogen particularly dangerous helps to develop tools and strategies 

to counteract them. Importantly, understanding what went right, and wrong, in the human response 

to a disease, can help us to learn from the mistakes of the past.   

Many species of deciduous trees are threatened by emerging pathogens and pests introduced by the 

global plant trade. Examples include Dutch elm disease (Ophiostoma ulmi), the emerald ash borer 

(Agrilus planipennis), and the topic of this report: ash dieback (ADB). 2020 is the International Year of 

Plant Health. This same year was labelled the worst on record for ADB in the UK by the National 

Trust (1). The disease has received an unusual amount of media attention. As a result, it has 

drastically altered the way in which plant health is monitored, studied, and perceived by the public.  

Dieback refers to a condition where the leaves, branches or roots of a plant die from the tip 

downwards. Dieback in ash trees (Fraxinus spp.) can be the result of any number of biological or 

environmental factors. The term ash dieback, however, most commonly refers to a specific disease 

caused by the fungal pathogen; Hymenoscyphus fraxineus (2). ADB effects ash species, and in particular 

the common or European ash (Fraxinus excelsior). Since first reports of the disease in the early 1990s, 

ADB has spread across nearly the entire natural range of common ash, killing more than 85% of 

trees in some areas (3). 

This report is an overview of nearly three decades of research into ADB. The topics that have been 

studied range from molecular biology and climatic modelling, to social science. Already, many 

detailed literature reviews are available for specific topics of ADB research (3, 4). My aim with this 

report is not to discuss every study on the topic of ADB, but to give an overview of what has been 

done and frame it in a historical context. 

I discuss the development of our current understanding of ADB. I introduce the pathogen, 

Hymenoscyphus fraxineus, the host, and the disease which results from their interaction. I highlight the 

ecological and economic impact of ADB. I question why the disease resonated so strongly with the 

media and public, and how this fed into an unprecedented political response to a plant pathogen. 

Finally, I present past and present avenues of ADB research and how these could change the 

prospects of ash in Europe. Although I frame the disease in terms of its continent spanning impacts, 

I focus particularly on the islands of Britain and Ireland. The history of ADB on the two islands 

reflects the continental history of the pathogen’s introduction, attempted control, and management. 
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I put this report together using a range of resources. When possible, I made use of peer reviewed 

literature, or reports from official channels. The recent emergence of ADB, and breadth of the 

impact of the disease on society, means that there is currently a wealth of information which exists 

only as anecdotes and future research plans. For this reason, I used interviews and personal 

communications with researchers and plant health experts to fill in blanks in the story of ADB, and 

its spread from Asia to Europe (Fig. 1). 

  

  
Figure 1: A. Suspected ash dieback in Lviv, Ukraine. B. Early signs of ash dieback near Slevik, Norway. C. 
Advanced symptoms of ash dieback, Wolfenschiessen, Switzerland. D. Tree killed by ash dieback, Moldov 
province, Romania (photo: Danut Chira). 
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Outbreak and spread 

ADB was first reported in North-Eastern Poland in 1992 (Fig. 2). The disease had spread through 

large sections of Europe before the identification of the H. fraxineus anamorph in 2006. It now 

impacts common ash across the majority of its native range, having been reported in Britain and 

Ireland since 2012 (Fig. 3) (3, 5). 

 
 

 

Figure 2: The year in which ash dieback was first reported in each country in Europe. Data from 
McKinney et al. 2014 (5), with updates based on EPPO data (6). Maps were generated in QGIS.   

There is likely to be a lag between the first introduction of H. fraxineus to an area, and the first report 

of ADB symptoms. H. fraxineus may have been present in Poland as far back as the 1960s (7). 

Without any awareness of the disease or its symptoms, it went unreported. Despite widespread 

media attention on the disease, survey efforts, and appeals to the public to report suspected cases, 

many outbreaks are still slow to be recognised. In its early stages, the disease can be difficult to detect 

and misdiagnosed as a range of other tree health problems (8). H. fraxineus ascospores have been 

found as much as 100 m ahead of the disease front, meaning that the fungus is often well established 

in an area by time ADB symptoms are recognised (9).  

During surveys that followed the first report of ADB in Britain, it was noted that some trees showed 

advanced stages of symptoms, predating 2012. Wylder et al. (2018) confirmed that these trees 

contained H. fraxineus. Based on tree ring dating, they established that they had died as far back as 

2004 or 2005. The fact that the ADB pathogen was active in Britain for nearly a decade prior to its 

detection, raises the question of why it wasn’t noted. As no targeted surveying for ADB was carried 

out prior to 2012, and the general public was unaware of both the disease and its symptoms, it is 

unsurprising that it went unreported. Initial outbreaks of ADB may have been highly localised or 

slow to spread due to environmental conditions and the isolation of British ash, on farmland and in 

hedgerows (10). 
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Figure 3: The year in which ash dieback was first reported in each county of the UK and the Republic of Ireland. 
A. The first reporting of ash dieback in the UK is based on Forestry Commission data (11); in the Republic of 
Ireland on reports from The DAFM (12). Maps generated in QGIS. 

The spread of ADB was facilitated by the trade of plant material within Europe (3). Through the 

early years of the ADB outbreak, live ash plants were widely moved around. The transfer of young 

plants between nurseries, along with the movement of seeds and infected timber, all contributed to 

the spread of the disease. First cases of ADB reported in the UK and the Republic of Ireland were 

traced to ash plants recently imported from infected areas on the continent (13).  

In Britain, ADB was noted in older woodlands on the East coast in 2012 (14), planted before the 

disease was first recognised in Europe. It was concluded that these outbreaks were the result of 

airborne H. fraxineus ascospores, coming from across the English Channel. Climate analysis between 

2008 and 2011 suggest that airborne spores could have reached eastern Britain from mainland 

Europe on at least 100 separate days (10). Modelling of wind dispersal patterns, carried out at 

University College Dublin (UCD), indicated that as few as 10 in every billion H. fraxineus spores 

could reach Ireland from the UK. The impact of a small number of airborne spores on disease 

spread in Ireland is small compared to the trade in infected plants.   

Analysis of the genetic diversity of H. fraxineus in Britain has supported the view that the pathogen 

was introduced multiple times. When a species is introduced into a new area in small numbers, it 

will experience a genetic bottleneck leading to what is known as the ‘founder effect’. H. fraxineus 

isolated in Britain showed a level of variation that didn’t suggest a genetic bottleneck (14).  

In 2012 there was wide debate in the media on whether more stringent regulations on the import of 

ash material could have prevented the introduction of H. fraxineus into Britain. The spread of the 

disease would have been slowed significantly had the import and movement of ash been more tightly 

regulated prior to 2012, but introduction would still have occurred.  
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Search for the pathogen 

Identification 

Initial reports of ADB from Poland in the early 1990s were ascribed to abiotic factors rather than an 

emerging pathogen. The pattern of spread however, soon made it evident that there was a biological 

agent causing this new disease. In the early 2000s numerous publications showed strong associations 

between ADB and a multitude of fungal genera and species.  

The true causative agent of the disease was first isolated from diseased ash in Poland by Kowalski et 

al. in 2006(15). This was more than ten years after the first reports of ADB. It was assigned the name 

Chalara fraxinea. This was the anamorph of the species – the asexual form of its life cycle. This has 

led to ADB being referred to as ‘chalara’ or ‘chalara dieback of ash’. These terms are still in use 

despite the redesignation of the fungus in the Hymenoscyphus genus. Despite being taxonomically 

incorrect, this common name allows for the differentiation between dieback in ash species cause by 

other factors and true ADB, caused by H. fraxineus. At the time, the sexual teleomorph of the fungus 

couldn’t be produced, meaning its lifecycle and dispersal mechanism remained unknown.  

In 2009, Kowlaski and Holdenrieder confirmed that Chalara fraxinea was the ADB pathogen by 

showing that the fungus could cause the disease in healthy plants. In the same year, C. fraxinea was 

linked with a previously described sexual teleomorph, Hymenoscyphus albidus (16). This was based on 

morphological comparison, and genetic sequencing of the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) regions 

of ribosomal DNA. H. albidus had never previously been linked to any pathogenic activity, despite 

being present in Europe at least since its description in 1850.  

In 2011, Queloz et al. published a more detailed genetic analysis of isolates of H. albidus from a 

number of European countries (17). The study revealed that the species was made up of two 

genetically distinct, but morphologically indistinguishable groups. One of these was present in areas 

of Europe which, as yet, hadn’t suffered from ADB. This grouping remained as the non-pathogenic 

H. albidus, while the other group was given the name H. pseudoalbidus. In the following year, Zhou et 

al. showed that H. pseudoalbidus had been isolated in Japan in 1993 and given the name Lambertella 

albida (18).  

The presence of H. albidus and H. pseudoalbidus as a cryptic species led some researchers to propose 

that the pathogen was the product of hybridization. This is the mating of two species to produce a 

new, unpredictable, variety. Upon further analysis however, H. albidus was found to be more 

distantly related to H. fraxineus than first assumed (19). Morphological differences between the two 

species have since been reported. H. fraxineus can be distinguished from H. albidus based on the 

presence of ‘croziers’ at the ascus base, larger apothecia and ascospores, along with the presence of its 

anamorph in culture (20). 

Following the publication of the International Code for Nomenclature of Algae, Fungi, and Plants 

(ICN) in 2011, it was necessary to decide on a single name for the asexual anamorph, C. fraxinea, 

and the sexual teleomorph, H. albidus. As C. fraxinea was the ‘basionym’ for the species, meaning it 

was the first published name, ICN conventions hold that this should be given priority over any 

subsequent naming. Genetic studies had, however, placed the species in the genus Hymenoscyphus. In 
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a 2014 publication Baral et al. proposed a new name for the fungus, Hymenoscyphus fraxineus, which is 

now the current name for the cause of ADB. 

Understanding the positioning of fungal pathogens within the tree of life is important. It enables a 

better understanding of a pathogen’s biology and allows comparative studies between close relatives. 

Hymenoscyphus is an ascomycete genus of 155 species, most of which are saprophytic (21). 

Comprehensive descriptions of H. fraxineus morphology are available. These include both its 

teleomorphic and anamorphic life stages, as well as descriptions of the pathogen in different growing 

conditions (20, 22). 

Where did H. fraxineus come from 

The global sale and movement of plants brings with it the unintended transfer of fungi outside of 

their native range. When introduced to a new area, fungi encounter host plants which haven’t had 

the benefit of a shared evolutionary history. In the worst-case scenario, this can lead to the 

emergence of previously unknown pathogens. The determination of H. fraxineus as the causative 

agent of ADB in 2006 opened areas of research which had previously been the topic of conjecture 

(15). Among these was the establishment of the pathogen’s native range (23). 

It was suspected that ADB was the result of an invasive, non-native species from the earliest days of 

its emergence. The ash population showed very little tolerance to the disease, resulting in it 

spreading rapidly through Europe in the 1990s and early 2000s. This is typical of a pathogen 

interacting with hosts which have not had the opportunity to develop adequate defences (23).  

In its native range, H. fraxineus is a harmless endophyte and saprophyte, living on dead plant matter. 

Even before the insights offered by genetic analysis, an Asian origin of the fungus had been 

suggested. Based on the 1993 description of H. fraxineus, as L. albida, it was known that the species 

had been present in Japan for at least as long as it had been in Europe, with no apparent occurrences 

of ADB. High levels of tolerance for ADB have been found in Asian Fraxinus species, such as the 

Manchurian (F. mandshurica) and Chinese ash (F. chinensis) (23).  

Individuals outside their native range will often have a lower level of genetic diversity than those 

inside it. By analysing and comparing the diversity of H. fraxineus isolated from Europe and Asia, it is 

possible to determine where it is a recent introduction, and where it has had the longest period of 

time to diversify (24). Zhou et al. (2010) analysed the genetic diversity of European H. fraxineus 

isolates, compared to isolates from Japan (18) and found higher levels of diversity in the Japanese 

samples. The conclusion was that H. fraxineus was a native species to Japan and other regions in Asia. 

The non-native status of H. fraxineus in Europe has since been supported by studies looking at 

European population diversity. Diversity was found to be low even comparing H. fraxineus isolated in 

the UK to isolates from continental Europe (14).  

Based on genetic similarities to the European population, the origin of the first H. fraxineus 

introduction into Poland in the previous century has been traced to eastern Russia (24). In Russia, 

there is a wide geographic separation between H. fraxineus in its native range in the East and the 

invasive population in the West. It is unlikely that the pathogen could have crossed this distance 

through natural dispersal. 
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Europewide analysis of H. fraxineus found that the fungus was likely introduced as two individuals 

with compatible mating types (25). The fact that the outbreak, devastating European ash 

populations, began as the result of the introduction of a single pair of fungi is of particular concern. 

Asian isolates of H. fraxineus are highly pathogenic to European ash species (26). Any new 

introduction of H. fraxineus could exacerbate the ADB situation on a continental scale and lead to 

even more pressure on Europe’s struggling trees. Not only could this result in the spread of the 

infection to new regions across the continent, but it would also provide a new level of genetic 

diversity for the pathogen. The unpredictable interactions between host plants, and a more diverse 

invasive fungus, could potentially overwhelm the small amount of ADB tolerance present in 

Europe’s ash population.  

H. fraxineus biology and lifecycle 

H. fraxineus is pleiomorphic, meaning it goes through sexual and asexual stages in its life cycle (Fig. 

4). Fungi can be saprotrophic, feeding on dead tissue, biotrophic, feeding on live tissue, or 

necrotrophic, feeding on, and killing live tissue. At different stages in its life cycle, H. fraxineus shows 

all three of these feeding strategies. 

 

Figure 4: The life cycle of H. fraxineus. 1) Wind 
dispersed ascospores land on live ash leaves. 2) 
Spores germinate and hyphae enter the leaf through 
stomata. 3) Fungal hyphae spread through the plant, 
leading to tissue death and dieback. 4) Asexually 
produced conidia play a minor role in the colonisation 
of new plant roots. 5) The fungus overwinters in leaf 
litter; sexual reproduction occurs and ascospores are 
produced in mushroom-like apothecia. 6) Ascospores 
are distributed by wind, colonising new plants. 

First, airborne ascospores land on healthy ash leaves. This usually occurs during spring and summer. 

Spores germinate into the fungal anamorph, with hyphae developing and entering the plant. 

Infection can occur through lenticles, microscopic pores in the bark. More commonly, the fungus 

enters the plant through leaf stomata (27). In 2019, Mansfield et al. described the penetration of H. 

fraxineus hyphae through the protective outer layer of the plant; the epidermis. From here the fungus 

spreads in the space between cells before hyphae enter living host cells, eventually leading to their 

death (28). Hyphae grow down the leaf petiole via vascular tissue, spreading into twigs, branches, and 

stems (29). As the fungus progresses through the plant, it causes tissue to die, leading to dieback.  

H. fraxineus reproduces in its asexual stage, producing ‘sticky’ conidia. The role of these conidia in 

the H. fraxineus life cycle is still unclear. It was originally suggested that they may act as short distance 

dispersal or have a role to play during the sexual stage of the fungus’ life cycle. Conidia can develop 

into spermatia (a reproductive cell), which form one half of a mating pair (30). In 2016, Fones et al. 

indicated that conidia were capable of colonising both dead ash detritus and causing infection in 

new ash plants. They showed that hyphae, developed from conidia, were capable of entering plants 

via root systems. Plants infected in this way displayed ADB symptoms (30).  
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Fungal colonisation continues in the leaf litter through autumn and winter. During this stage, H. 

fraxineus lives as its sexual teleomorph. It often forms pseudosclerotium - tight masses of fungal 

hyphae. It behaves as a saprophyte, drawing nutrients from dead plant tissue. As a teleomorph, H. 

fraxineus exhibits two mating types - referred to as either MAT1-1 or MAT1-2. Fertilization occurs 

between opposite mating types, with fungi of the same mating type being incompatible (31). As the 

fungus spreads across Europe, different mating types are highly likely to encounter one another. 

Given the fact that a single mating type of H. fraxineus can persist, and infect new plants, by asexual 

reproduction, there may be dormant pockets of pathogen diversity present in Europe (30). 

Ascocarps - small fruiting bodies - develop on the 

rachis of the previous years infected leaf litter (Fig. 

4). These release ascospores, which can then go on to 

infect further trees, germinating to produce the 

asexual anamorph (31). There may be an 

environmental factor involved in the development of 

conidia, indicating a level of variability in the life 

cycle of the pathogen (31). H. fraxineus is also able to 

grow in soil (30). 

H. fraxineus produces viridiol and viridian, steroids 

with fungicidal and herbicidal properties. When 

applied directly to plants, both induce ADB like 

symptoms. The level of viridiol production by the fungus doesn’t appear to correlate with its 

virulence. These compounds may influence in the competitiveness of H. fraxineus in the plant 

microbiome as they can supress other fungi. 

H. fraxineus genetic diversity 

Some of the longest established European populations of H. fraxineus have low genetic diversity 

compared to those found in Asia (25). Little increase in diversity is seen between newly established 

populations, such as in the UK, and those which have been established for decades. As discussed 

above, this lack of diversity is likely the result of a genetic bottleneck. Some differences in the genetic 

diversity of H. fraxineus have been observed within populations over a smaller scale. Variations have 

been observed across altitude and depending on the mix of trees species in a location (3).   

The role of sexual reproduction in the life cycle of H. fraxineus is significant as it provides the 

opportunity for diversity to be introduced into the fungal population. With each generation, genes 

are shuffled and rearranged. As a result, even when compared to other emerging pathogens, the 

genetic potential of H. fraxineus for adaptation is high (30).  

Beyond understanding the colonization history of a pathogen, insight into its biology can be gained 

through analysis of its genome. For example, studies of the H. fraxineus genome have indicated that it 

may be far more capable of breaking down plant cell walls than its close relatives (32). 

Effectors are proteins, produced by pathogens, which can be injected into plant cells to overcome the 

plant defence system. They are often highly specific to an interaction between one pathogen and one 

plant species. Certain effector families interact with specific genetic regions or proteins within plants. 

 
Figure 5: The apothecia of H. fraxineus on ash 
leaf litter in the spring. These mushroom-like 
structures produce ascospores, the main dispersal 
agent for the fungus (photo Bjorn S). 
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Knowing how a pathogen overcomes plant tolerance can allow breeders to target specific regions of 

the plant genome during traditional breeding, or genetic modification.  

Although effector proteins can be isolated from plant cells, the first step towards their identification 

is often to predict their presence based on the genetic sequence of a pathogen. In 2018, McMullan et 

al. studied the H. fraxineus genome and identified 223 potential effectors (25). Importantly, they 

found that the genetic diversity of European H. fraxineus, compared to Asian isolates, was low in 

regions that may encode effectors. The diversity of a pathogen’s effectors is directly related to its 

ability to adapt to new host plants.  

Effectors which have been putatively identified based on genomic data will need to be screened to 

see which illicit a response in plants. Even when this is done, the complex interactions and pathways 

which are involved in plant-fungal relationships will take years to be fully understood. Although this 

work may one day feed into tolerance breeding programmes, it, like many aspects of ADB research, is 

in its infancy.  

H. fraxineus dispersal 

The primary vector for natural dispersal of H. fraxineus over long distances is wind borne ascospores 

(9, 14). A single infected petiole can have multiple fungal genotypes present (29), consistent with 

infection by ascospores. The steady spread of ADB outwards from an area of outbreak has been well 

documented (3). In a three-year study, Chandelier et al. found that the majority of air-borne H. 

fraxineus ascospores were deposited within 50 m of an infected stand of ash trees. They suggested that 

temperature and weather conditions influence the number of spores released, which has a direct 

impact on infection pressure. Trees exposed to higher levels of spores show more severe ADB 

symptoms (33). Levels of ascospore release also follow a daily pattern, with the highest number of 

spores being released in the morning (33). 

Natural dispersal results in a predictable pattern of spread, which may be concentric, or follow the 

path of the prevailing wind (3). H. fraxineus relies on the presence of a suitable host plant to complete 

its life cycle (31). Given that the deposition of the majority of ascospores is within 50m of infected 

trees, geographic barriers and isolation should have kept many ash populations across the continent 

safe from naturally dispersed fungi (33). 

Although the role of conidia in the dispersal of H. fraxineus is believed to be minor, they do help in 

the spread of the infection. The sticky nature of the conidia may assist in the spread of H. fraxineus 

via insects, or other animal vectors, though no evidence for the latter is yet available.   
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Ash in the landscape 

Species and distribution  

There are four native species of Fraxinus found in Europe: the common ash (F. excelsior), the narrow-

leafed ash (F. angustifolia), the manna ash (F. ornus), and Pallis’ ash (F. pallisiae). Other non-native 

Fraxinus species are present in Europe, both as naturalised wild populations and in horticultural and 

landscaping settings (3). 

Common ash is by far the species most heavily impacted by ADB. It is found in every European 

country except Portugal and Malta, and uncommon in southern countries. Its range is confined by a 

lack of tolerance for cold winters, and drought intolerance. Climate change may see common ash 

shift its range, which could potentially allow its spread farther northward, while decreasing its 

presence in southern Europe. The closest relatives of the common ash are the narrow-leafed ash, F. 

platypoda, the Manchurian ash, and the black ash (F. nigra). Manchurian ash is believed to be a 

natural host species of H. fraxineus in its native range. 

F. angustifolia is susceptible to ADB. While H. fraxineus has been found in association with the 

Manna ash, this species may have a level of tolerance absent in the other European natives. The 

susceptibility of the fourth native European species, Pallis’ ash, is largely unknown (3, 23). Other 

members of the Oleaceae family generally don’t show symptoms associated with ADB. 

  
Fraxinus angustifolia, Lisbon, Portugal. Possibly Fraxinus sogdiana, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan. 

Across most of Europe, ash trees are scattered through woodland and countryside and are rarely the 

dominant plant species in an area. Ash accounts for less than 2% of forest area of the continent, 

although there is regional variation. In Western Europe the distribution pattern changes, with 

maritime climates in parts of Britain and Ireland, as well as Northern Spain and Southwestern 

France, favouring woodlands with a higher proportion of ash (34, 35).  

Surveys in 2012, carried out in response to initial reports of ADB, revealed ash to be more common 

than previously estimated in the Republic of Ireland (ROI) and the UK. Ash occupied 142,000 ha, 

or 5% of the total forested area in the UK and 3.8% of the forested area in the ROI, being present 

in 91% of native woodland (36). Oak in comparison accounts for 8% of the forested area in the UK 

(37). Ash generally is an important component of the landscape outside of woodlands, particularly in 
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hedgerows. In Britain alone, there are an estimated 60 million ash trees present outside woodland, 

present in close to 100,000 km of hedgerow (37).  

The value of ash 

Common ash provides important ecosystem functions in forests, farmland, parks, gardens, and 

urban areas across Europe (38). The cultural and environmental value of ash in Britain alone is 

estimated at £230 million pounds per annum (37). Common ash is a fast-growing tree relative to 

other hardwoods and produces a timber which is elastic and resistant to pressure. This, along with 

the woods straight grain, makes it suitable for use in furniture and for floorboards. 

 
Common ash in Dorset hedgerow, coming into leaf (May). 

The hardness and durability of the wood also made ash the material of choice for tool handles and 

sporting equipment in the past (4). Ash wood is the traditional material for hockey sticks. It also 

used in hurling and camogie in Ireland and shinty in Scotland. The stick used by each player in these 

gamers, known as a hurl, caman, or camán is traditionally made of ash wood. The Gaelic Games 

Association (GAA) reported that 350,000 ash hurls were made in the ROI every year, 65% from 

imported wood. The GAA aimed to be self-sufficient in ash by the year 2017 but this did not happen 

as a result of ADB (39).  

Prior to the ADB outbreak, the number of ash trees in the ROI had been steadily growing (36), 

actively promoted by the Afforestation Programme, an initiative to encourage the planting of native 

species. Between 1990 and 2012, 20,000 ha of ash were planted, a significant investment by both the 

state and private landowners. Much of this planting was of clonal trees for the timber industry, 

resulting in low genetic diversity. New trees were commonly imported from Britain and mainland 

Europe, facilitating the introduction of H. fraxineus (36).  

Ash produces relatively little smoke when burned and is a good firewood (4, 40). Dried ash leaves 

have been stored as winter animal feed in many areas in the past, although this is less common in 

modern times (40). However, overall, the commercial value of ash is minor compared to the value of 

trees in the landscape and natural environment. Ash trees are notable carbon sinks – capable of 

storing atmospheric carbon for the entirety of their century stretching lifespans (37).  
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Over the long lifespan of ash, a complex ecosystem of associated plants and animals, as well as non-

pathogenic fungi and bacteria develops. Ash in Britain and Ireland supports 955 other species. As a 

result of high levels of nutrient availability and sunlight, ash in forests is often associated with other 

plant species, such as garlic (Allium ursinum) and bluebell (Hyacinthoides spp.) (38). Young ash is shade 

tolerant and is among the first to colonise newly available land and plays an important role in the 

regeneration of forests. Ash is also abundant in parks and urban areas and provides a refuge for 

wildlife in towns and cities (38). 
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The impact of ash dieback 

Effects on ecosystems and the economy 

H. fraxineus is just one example in a long list of emerging pests and pathogens which have altered, 

and continue to alter, woodlands in the UK and Ireland. The forestry commission currently lists 24 

‘key pests and diseases in the UK’. ADB has had less impact on the landscape compared to Dutch 

Elm Disease, for example. Prior to the late 1960s, wych elm (Ulmus glabra) was a common 

component of British and Irish country and cityscapes, far outnumbering ash. The rapid spread of 

Dutch elm disease saw the complete loss of mature elm trees from most of two countries. ADB has, 

however, had wide reaching impacts on ecosystems and the economy. 

In response to ADB, felling and harvesting of ash trees increased dramatically across Europe. This 

was both as the result of the removal of diseased trees, and the harvesting of healthy trees to gather 

sellable timber (3). At the beginning of 2012, £2.5 million worth of living ash plants were present in 

nurseries across the UK. Initial reports of ADB in Britain, followed by restrictions on the movement 

of ash material, led to a complete collapse in the ash market. By November that year, 13% of 

nurseries had already destroyed their stock (13).  

In 2019, the cost of ADB to Britain was estimated by Hill et al.. They predicted that the outbreak 

would cost £14.8 billion pounds over the next 100 years, with the majority of this (£7.9 billion) 

coming between 2019 and 2029. Loss of income included in this estimate (£80 million) was small 

compared to the predicted loss of ecosystem services (£9.4 billion) (41).  

While estimated losses based on modelling are a useful tool for framing the cost of an epidemic, they 

do not fully account for unpredictable events, such as our changing environment and the 

progression of research. As the authors point out, even after several years of intensive study of ADB, 

a lack of data on the biology of the disease adds further uncertainty to their estimates. 

Although ash trees with ADB can survive for years, weakened branches present an on-going risk to 

the public and lead to proactive removal of trees still capable of hosting a diverse community of 

other organisms. The National Trust labelled 2020 as the worst year on record for ADB. They 

blamed a notably warm dry spring, leading to stress for trees and reduced numbers of rangers on 

sites, due to the national COVID-19 lockdown. They face the prospect of felling 40,000 trees in the 

coming year, with the majority of these being for safety reasons (1).  

Of the 955 species supported by ash in Britain and Ireland, 45 are fully reliant on the tree and 62 

have a dependent association. These 107 species face decline and extinction as a result of ADB (38). 

In many cases the decline of these species may go unnoticed. H. albidus’ ecological niche is being 

directly occupied and destroyed by the invasive fungus, leading to ‘cryptic extinction’.  

ADB inevitably leads to changes in forest composition. In 2018, Broome et al. predicted that 

sycamore and beech were the species most likely to naturally replace ash in UK woodland (42). In a 

UK forest dominated by oak, the loss of a single oak tree can be easily overlooked. The loss of an ash 

tree however, changes both the aesthetics and the ecology of the landscape in a noticeable way.   
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How ash dieback effects trees 

Symptoms of ADB first become evident in late summer (July to September), with the appearance of 

dark spots on ash leaflets, followed by wilting, discolouration, and shedding of leaves. Infection 

begins to spread downwards in the twigs and branches, leading to dieback (Fig. 5A). It will eventually 

reach the stem, or trunk, and can cause the death of the entire tree crown (Fig. 5C). Discrete 

necrotic cankers – clearly defined patches of dead tissue - become apparent. Diamond shaped lesions 

begin to develop at the junctions between branches (Fig. 5B). These will typically spread outward 

from the joint and can encircle (girdle) and kill the stem. Smaller lesions on living trees will dry and 

crack as the tree continues to grow. The inner bark and wood of affected areas have a greyish 

appearance. This discolouration may reach beyond the area in which symptoms are apparent on the 

surface of the bark (8). 

  

  
Figure 5: Symptoms of ash dieback on Fraxineus excelsior. A. Dieback of leaves. B. When dieback reaches 
junctions between branches, or branches and the stem, necrotic lesions form; these can dry and crack with time, 
or spread around the tree, leading to collaring and death. C. Crown dieback spreads through the tree. D. Trees 
may produce new ‘epicormic’ shoots from the stem, leading to a bushy appearance. Photos courtesy: Food and 
Environment Research Agency (Crown Copyright) and by Lidine Mia, distributed under the CC BY-SA 4.0 license 

In some trees, initial dieback can lead to a period of vigorous growth, with the tree producing 

‘epicormic’ shoots from branches or the trunk. These develop from underneath the bark of larger 

branches and give trees a bushy appearance (Fig. 5D). Infection reduces the overall growth rate of the 

tree, leading to smaller yearly rings in the stem (8).  

H. fraxineus is found in a wide range of plant tissues, including bark, wood, and roots but it is not 

fully systemic. Younger trees may die in a single season, but it commonly takes multiple years to 

A B 

C D 
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result in the death of a more mature tree. Mortality rate is highly variable and dependent on 

numerous environmental and biological factors (3). Up to five percent of ash trees are estimated to 

be tolerant to H. fraxineus and live on after infection with little or no ADB symptoms (42). 

Secondary infection 

Trees suffering from ADB host a variety of secondary pathogens (43). Honey fungus, a widespread 

root disease of woody plants in the UK, is often associated with H. fraxineus infection, in particular 

Armillaria gallica and Armillaria cepistipes. The bacterial pathogen, Pseudomonas syringae, has also been 

found in association with ADB necrotic lesions.  

The role of secondary pathogens and pests in the progression of ADB is highly variable. They may be 

the ultimate cause of death in ash trees, for example where collar lesions are observed at the junction 

between the trunk and roots (4), though the pivotal importance of H. fraxini is not in doubt. 

Field and Laboratory Diagnosis 

ADB symptoms can be confused with other conditions (Fig. 6). Prior to the discovery and spread of 

ADB, dieback in ash was commonly associated with largely abiotic factors. Disruption to tree roots, 

drought, and harsh weather can all result in dieback and be difficult to distinguish from symptoms 

caused by H. fraxineus. 

 
Figure 6: Ash dieback due to abiotic causes This tree, referred to as ‘stag headed’ has had a similar appearance 
for more than 20 years. Market Harborough, Leicestershire. 

Ash trees produce leaves later in spring relative to many other deciduous species. There is also 

variability between ash trees in the timing of the seasonal growth and loss of leaves. This can create 

worry amongst members of the public alerted to ADB and perhaps examining ash trees closely for 

the first time. As a general rule, healthy trees should have put forth leaves by mid-June. 

A range of pathogenic fungi and bacteria other than H. fraxineus can cause dieback and parallel stem 

and leaf lesions in ash. These include fungi, such as Nectria galligena (Fig. 7), which produces stem 
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cankers and Pseudomonas savastoni, a bacterium which produces galls (Fig. 8). Although widespread in 

the UK and ROI, neither poses a major threat to ash compared to H. fraxineus. 

  

Figure 7: Nectria canker on ash, with abundant 
perithecia (red dots), Hebron, Carmarthenshire. 

Figure 8: Bacterial galls (canker) on ash, Polesden 
Lacey, Surrey. 

The emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis) has caused huge damage to ash species in the US and is 

also present and spreading in Europe. The beetle leaves behind s-shaped tunnels in shallow wood as 

a larvae and small holes in the bark when emerging (8). In the relatively few regions where the 

emerald ash borer and ADB both occur, symptoms could be confused.  

Symptoms of ADB may not always be easy to find. On older trees, rough bark, or the presence of 

moss and lichen, can obscure tell-tale necrotic lesions (4). Although the advanced stages of ADB are 

distinctive, laboratory confirmation of infections is always useful. Given the lag between infection of 

trees and the first onset of ADB symptoms, early detection of the pathogen enables swift 

management responses. Currently research in the UK is focused on identifying the presence of H. 

fraxineus in healthy trees, as these may have some level of tolerance to ADB. Identification of H. 

fraxineus requires specialist laboratories, such as the Diagnostic and Advisory Service provided by 

Forestry Research. 

One of the reasons for the delay between ADB being recognised as a disease, and the determination 

of H. fraxineus as the causative factor, is that infected tissue harbours a wide range of fungal species 

(43). Morphological identification of H. fraxineus is difficult because of its resemblance to the 

endophytic fungus H. albidus. Further testing is needed. 

Initially, following the determination of H. fraxineus as the causative agent of ADB, the pathogen was 

identified in infected plant tissue based on Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). This helped to target 

H. fraxineus but was relatively slow. There was also the risk of false negatives as compounds present in 

plant tissue can inhibit the PCR reaction. Cross contamination between samples and false positives 

were also a problem (23). 
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Protocols for identification of H. fraxineus based on real-time PCR have attempted to overcome these 

difficulties. Real-time PCR also allows for processing of larger numbers of samples and reduces the 

risk of cross contamination, though the need for specialised lab equipment limits who can do the 

testing (23). Quantitative assessments of H. fraxineus present in plant tissue and detritus can also be 

achieved through molecular assays, such as real time PCR. This can allow the ability of an individual 

plant or species to act as an asymptomatic host for the fungus to be determined (23). 

A H. fraxineus assay kit was developed by 

Fera Science ltd. and OptiGene, using Loop 

Mediated isothermal Amplification (LAMP) 

(Fig. 9), enabling potential on-site 

identification of the pathogen (44). Results 

are obtained in about an hour. While 

LAMP is relatively simple to use compared 

to real-time PCR, the machine required is 

expensive and fewer samples can be 

processed.  

 

Figure 9: Paul Beales of FEAR demonstrates LAMP 
diagnostics (white machine) at Thetford Forest in 2012. 
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Responses to ash dieback 

Public response 

ADB has received a huge amount of public and media attention. Between 2012 and 2019, there 

were 825 newspaper articles about ADB in the UK, compared to just 145 focused on the oak 

processionary moth. Social media also helped to amplify public awareness of ADB, with more than 

25,000 tweets containing the ADB hash tag being posted between 23rd of October 2012 and the 

20th of November 2012. 

Several attention-grabbing statistics were 

inaccurately reported in 2012 newspaper 

articles, for example that ADB had killed 90% 

of ash in Denmark over seven years. This was in 

fact the percentage of trees which had been 

infected by the disease. There were claims that 

30% of UK woodland was made up of ash - a 

figure much higher than had previously been 

estimated.  

But the media reports also accurately 

highlighted some key facts, namely the huge 

quantity of ash planting material being brought 

in from Europe. It also became more widely known that ash seedlings from Britain were being 

exported to mainland Europe to be grown up in nurseries before being brought back for planting. 

Fellenor et al. described the media storm surrounding the first reports of ADB in the UK as the 

‘social amplification of risk’ (Fig. 10) (45). The ADB ‘outbreak’ in 2012 possessed a number of 

features which made it ideal headline material. The disease had a strong visual impact on the 

environment, it was poorly understood, and there was (apparently) no cure, treatment, or way to 

slow its spread. And blame for the outbreak, according to some media reports, could be strongly 

linked to a lack of preparation for such events by the government and the EU. 

The timing of ABD’s discovery in the UK may also have played a key role in both the media and 

public’s responses. A year previously, consultations on the sale of a large amount of state-owned 

woodland were scrapped following a huge public outcry. Whatever the reason, the public attention 

received by ADB has permanently changed the face of tree health monitoring and biosecurity in the 

UK and the ROI. For tree health specialists this presented an opportunity to engage and educate 

communities, as well as push for more research funding. For politicians it has meant increased 

pressure to take an active stance on plant health.  

Political response 

EUROPE: The spread of ADB through Europe has been facilitated by free movement of Fraxinus 

material. Between 2007 and 2014, the European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organization 

(EPPO) frequently and regularly listed H. fraxineus on its alert list (6). Yet little appeared to change in 
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limiting movement of planting material. Many countries took separate actions to attempt to stop or 

slow the spread of the disease but attempts generally came too late and were ineffective (34). 

In 2016, the EU created a new set of rules 

known as the ‘Plant Health Law’ which came 

into force in 2019 (46). These new rules set out 

preventative measures against the spread of pest 

and pathogen species. This listed all members of 

the Fraxinus genus as ‘high-risk plants’. This 

means that the importation of new live 

Fraxineus material from countries outside the 

EU is prohibited until a full risk assessment has 

been conducted. This does not impose any new 

restrictions on the movement of Fraxinus within 

the EU and between member states. Due to its 

widespread presence in the EU, H. fraxineus was 

not listed as a priority pest. 

Between 2012 and 2016, the European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) funded 

FRAXBACK, a network created to encourage international cooperation of scientists and institutes 

(47). FRAXBACK resulted in the publication of a number of reviews of the biology and management 

of ADB.  

UK AND REPUBLIC OF IRELAND: The UK and ROI continued importing ash plants from mainland 

Europe through the early 2000s, as the disease spread across much of the continent (14). An 

estimated five million ash trees were transported into Britain between 2003 and 2011, many from 

areas with ADB (13). Prior to 2012, concern over ADB entering the UK had been raised but with 

little official response. The Horticultural Trade Association (HTA) suggested a ban on the import of 

ash into the UK in 2009. This was reportedly refused on the grounds that the ADB pathogen was 

already present in Britain. However, this was based on the presence of the native fungus H. albidus 

(45). Later research has shown that ADB was active in the UK in 2009. Generally, awareness of the 

disease was limited to those directly working in the field of tree health.  

In 2012, the Woodland Trust alerted the press to ADB in Britain and called for a ban on the import 

of ash. Reported extensively in the media, mounting public pressure urged a response from the 

government. In early November 2012, Owen Patterson, the Secretary for State for the Department of 

Environment Farming and Rural Affairs (Defra) called the first of two Cabinet and Office Briefing 

Room (COBRA) emergency committee meetings, leading to a survey of ADB across the entire UK. A 

Chalara Core Stakeholder Group was also established, along with a Tree Health and Plant 

Biosecurity Taskforce. The aim of this Taskforce was to assess the risk of pests and pathogens to UK 

trees and advise on how outbreaks can be dealt with.  

As an outcome of these emergency meetings, and recommendations from the stakeholder group and 

taskforce, responsibility for tree health policy was transferred from the Food and Environmental 

Research Agency (FERA) to Defra. Regulations were put in place stopping all imports of Fraxinus 

from areas with ADB. Movement of ash within the UK was also restricted.  

 

Figure 10: Martin Ward of FERA being interviewed 
about ash dieback in 2012. 
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The 2014 UK government Tree Health Management Plan focused heavily on ADB. In the same year, 

the first Chief Plant Health Officer was appointed for the UK, with a similar position being created 

in the ROI in 2016, and for Scotland in 2017. These individuals are responsible for coordinating 

policy and responses to plant health threats (45) and are at the frontline of media attention. These 

new positions enable a more coherent response to disease outbreaks compared to 2012.  

In 2018, Defra launched their Tree Health Resilience Strategy, outlining measures for mitigating the 

impact of ash pests and diseases (48). The strategy set out areas of future research and highlighted 

the importance of developing ADB tolerance in UK ash. 

The legal basis for the control of import of ash into the UK changed in January 2020. Currently, the 

UK follows World Trade Organisation (WTO) guidelines and operates under EU plant health 

regulations. As of 2020, the import of ash from EU countries is no longer prohibited, however it is 

still not recommended. Movement of ash within the UK is now permitted (46). It is hoped that these 

changes will allow the exchange of ADB tolerant plants around the country and support the recovery 

of ash within the UK. The easing of restrictions on the movement of ash will also help researchers 

studying ADB. Previously, experiments on ash required the use of planting material gathered in the 

wild. Plant material can now be shared between research groups.  

The All-Ireland Chalara Control Strategy published in July 2013 (49) is an attempt to coordinate 

efforts to control ADB through the cooperation of authorities and researchers from Northern 

Ireland and the Republic. The strategy had four stated objectives: 

• Reduce the risk of the disease becoming established in the wider environment 

• Support research on modelling the spread of the disease and developing resistance 

• Encourage engagement by industry, landowner, voluntary organisations, and the general 

public, and  

• Building resilience in woodland and in support of associated industries. 

The planting of new ash trees by the National Roads Authority and Coilte in ROI (a state-run 

forestry business) was stopped in 2012, and grant schemes for the planting of new ash trees were also 

halted. The following year, they gave permission to concerned landowners to destroy trees planted 

under the afforestation scheme.  

The Department of Agriculture Food and the Marine (DAFM) instigated the removal and 

destruction of ash trees in landscaping, along roadsides, on farmland, and in garden centres. They 

made money available for landowners effected by ADB under a Reconstruction Scheme, which 

provided €3.4 million in grants between 2012 and 2017. This supported the clearing and of ash 

stands and replanting of other species. Landowners were required to inform the DAFM of any cases 

of ADB, and would then be issued with a statutory notice, requiring effected trees to be destroyed 

(34).  

Under the All-Ireland Chalara Control Strategy, statutory notices continued to be issued until 2020. 

It became increasingly clear that the full eradication of the disease from Ireland was impossible. 

Following reviews held by the DAFM in the ROI and the Department of Agriculture, Environment, 

and Rural Affairs (DAERA) in Northern Ireland in 2018, the decision was made to move towards a 

management strategy, rather than eradication of ADB (34). Landowners in Ireland now have more 
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flexibility in their management options. They are no longer required to report ADB. Instead, they 

can carry out thinning of effected stands in line with the Woodland Improvement Scheme (WIS) or 

clear and replant ash under a separate Reconstitution and Underplanting Scheme (50).  

Ash dieback monitoring 

Beginning in 2009, the health of ash on the island of Britain was routinely surveyed as part of the 

National Forest Inventory (NFI). No specific surveying for ADB was carried out, despite the rapid 

spread of the disease through Europe and concerns expressed by plant pathologists. In the four years 

leading up to 2012, the ROI had carried out targeted surveys for ADB, and the presence of H. 

fraxineus. However, few sites were surveyed, between five and 28 each year (13).   

In February 2012, ADB symptoms were found on young plants in a nursery in Southern England. 

The plants were traced to a shipment from the Netherlands, where the pathogen was present. These 

first confirmed cases accounted for 600 plants which had been imported in 2011 (13).  

The Forestry Commission conducted a rapid survey for ADB. Through October and November 

2012, ADB was found in 15 nurseries and 169 other sites in woodlands and hedgerows across 

England in East Anglia, Kent, and Essex (Fig. 2A). The first reported case in Scotland occurred in 

August 2012 in trees had been planted in 2009. By the end of 2012, Defra had reported that ADB 

was fully established in many parts of Britain (13).  

ADB was first reported in Northern Ireland in November 2021. Surveys by the Department of 

Agricultural and Rural Development (DARD) in 2013 found ADB in a further 29 planted sites. The 

disease was considered to be ‘under eradication’, given the lack of evidence of ADB in the wider 

environment (13). At the time, it was believed there was the potential to stop the spread of the 

disease with suitable management practices. 

In the ROI, ADB was first reported in 2012 in County Leitrim (Fig. 2B) from imported trees planted 

in 2009 (13). Further investigations traced this batch of imported trees to 11 different locations, 

accounting for 33,000 plants (13). Over the closing months of 2012, and beginning of 2013, DAFM 

initiated surveys confirmed 46 cases of ADB in 11 counties (12, 13).  

Further investigation of the site of the first confirmed outbreak in 2012 found trees with ADB 

symptoms in nearby hedgerows. Although the disease was still considered ‘under eradication’, by the 

end of 2013, 113 outbreaks had been reported. Surveys in subsequent years showed rising numbers 

of effected areas, with the disease confirmed in 24 of the 26 counties in the ROI. It continued to be 

found in ash trees in a variety of growing conditions, from woodlands to landscaping (12).  

Widespread public interest in ADB in the UK presented an opportunity to gather data through 

citizen science. While citizen science remains a valuable tool for engaging the public, diagnosis of 

ADB is not always simple, meaning citizen science is of limited use without a large amount of 

oversight from trained individuals.  

AshTag was among the first of citizen science projects aimed at using the public to gather widespread 

information about the disease. Citizen science projects depend on oversight from knowledgeable 

(trained) individuals for their reliability. Field diagnosis of ADB can be tricky. Researchers at the 

University of East Anglia developed an AshTag app which allowed ‘citizens’ (members of the public) 
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to report suspected cases of ADB. Public uptake was high in the initial stages. The volume of reports 

received required significant effort from researchers to process and fully verify. The living Ash 

Project (LAP), which aims to breed ADB tolerant ash trees in the UK, initially made use of the 

AshTag platform to request reports of healthy and possible tolerant ash trees. They also received a 

large number of reports, though quality was variable. Privacy issues arose when attempting to contact 

landowners who had reported healthy ash.  

One of the main positives from LAP was that it engaged small forest owners and managers. But it 

also proved costly in terms of time and resources to process information submitted and overall 

results were disappointing. LAP continues to request information on potentially tolerant trees 

through an online form. The focus has shifted towards a diverse range of highly skilled people who 

work in woodlands in various roles.   

TreeAlert in Britain and TreeCheck on the island of Ireland continue to gather information about 

ADB through public feedback. Anyone can submit reports, which they need to be verified by trained 

personnel. Observatree coordinates a network of volunteer specialists who verify TreeAlert reports 

and conduct targeted surveys (37).  
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Ash tolerance to Hymenoscyphus fraxineus 

Environmental factors effecting tolerance 

The ability of H. fraxineus to spread and cause disease is linked to how efficiently it can colonise 

living trees and complete its life-cycle in leaf litter and detritus (31). Although ADB affects trees of all 

ages, it progresses most quickly in younger trees. Trees with higher numbers of male flowers are less 

susceptible than those with predominantly female flowers. Trees already infected with another 

disease – such as Armillaria spp. (honey fungus) have higher levels of susceptibility (3).  

Growing conditions of ash have a large impact on the severity of ADB symptoms. H. fraxineus has an 

optimum growing temperature of 20 oC, although this varies amongst strains. It will grow across a 

wide temperature range and survive up to around 35 oC. H. fraxineus appears particularly adapted to 

cold temperatures and will survive frosts and winter weather. The growth of the pathogen, and 

severity of ADB, has been linked to high levels of moisture and humidity. Drought can also increase 

the severity of the disease by weakening the plant immune response (3).  

Trees growing in locations which have conditions unfavourable to H. fraxineus may avoid the full 

effects of the disease. Trees in open landscapes are more likely to escape ADB than those in forests, 

most likely due to lower levels of ascospores being present (4). The species composition of mixed 

woodland impacts how severely the ash in an area is affected by ADB.  

There appears to be a southern limit to the range of H. fraxineus, as suggested by the continued 

absence of ADB in the Iberian Peninsula. Global warming may result in a Northern shift in the 

regions severely impacted by the disease. However, the increased risk of drought stress to trees could 

worsen symptoms across the continent (3).  

Care must be taken in interpreting the results of tolerance trials Artificial inoculation is often carried 

out either through infiltration of leaves or by inserting wooden pegs, containing H. fraxineus, into 

cuts in the plant. This presents the plant with a high concentration of inoculum to deal with. Many 

of the plant’s defences revolve around preventing the entry of pathogens from the external 

environment. Artificial inoculations often overcome these defences, meaning plants present 

unusually severe symptoms. Even Manchurian ash, which is highly tolerant to H. fraxineus, can 

develop ADB symptoms when inoculated in this manner.  
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Genetic tolerance in the ash population 

A genetic link to ADB tolerance was first suspected when different levels of severity in symptoms 

were observed in trees growing in the same environment. Later research has confirmed a heritable 

basis for tolerance which can be passed from parent plants to offspring. This suggests that natural 

and artificial selection could give rise to ash populations which remain largely unaffected despite the 

presence of H. fraxineus. Although the fungus will be impossible to eradicate from its current Europe 

wide distribution, tolerant trees will mean that it lives as a harmless endophyte, as it does in its 

natural range. In Lithuania, a country with a relatively long history of ADB, trees from within the 

country were more tolerant than foreign imports (23), suggesting that some selection for more 

tolerant individuals has already taken place. 

Defra funded mass screening of British ash for H. fraxineus tolerance from 2013 to 2018 under the 

Living Ash Project (LAP) partnership. Forest Research, Earth Trust, and the Sylvia Foundation used 

existing trial plantations to identify 412 ash trees with potential ADB tolerance (51). The LAP 

continues to work with these trees. 

Between 2012 and 2015, researchers from 11 institutes set up Nornex, a consortium aimed at 

developing a molecular understanding of ADB. Nornex has identified new genetic markers for 

predicting the heritability of tolerance in ash. These were made freely available through 

OpenAshDieback, an online hub which promotes sharing and crowdsourcing of genomic data 

related to ADB (3).  

A huge amount of the genetic diversity of ash trees in Europe has already been lost but efforts are 

being made to conserve what remains. For example, the Millennium Seed Bank in Wakehurst 

contains 15 million ash seeds, as part of the UK National Tree Seed Project (52). This is source of 

genetic diversity for future research and breeding programs. 

Breeding for tolerance 

As part of the International Year of Plant Health in 2020, the Ash Archives were launched (51). The 

hope is that this plantation of ash, which consists of 3000 ADB-tolerant plants, will form a 

sustainable population. These plants were identified as the result of mass screening trials by Forest 

Research and identification of tolerant plants by LAP. Seeds, saplings, and cuttings from this 

population could go on to repopulate areas effected by ADB elsewhere (51). Currently, tolerant ash 

is grafted onto rootstock with unknown tolerance. As H. fraxineus can enter plants through bark and 

roots, the resulting trees may still be susceptible to ADB. LAP, along with the Royal Botanic Gardens 

Kew, is developing propagation methods which don’t rely on grafting.   

Breeding for tolerance in tree species and creating viable stocks for reforestation is a decades-long 

challenge. On some well-informed estimates, it is unlikely that the offspring of tolerant trees in the 

ash archives will be available to planters within the next 20-30 years. Even if tolerate trees can be 

established, the ecosystem functions provided by ash will be slow to recover.  
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Management 

In the early years of the outbreak, the focus was to eliminate the pathogen and stop its spread. 

Breeding for tolerance offers a solution for the forestry industry in the long term. For those whose 

income and employment is dependent on tree health, saving currently infected trees in the short 

term is a priority.  

Good practices 

Clear felling of ash stands was undertaken during the early years of the spread of ADB through 

Europe as well as in Britain and Ireland (13). It is now recommended that unaffected ash trees in 

ADB affected areas should remain in place (4). Thinning of diseased trees and introducing other tree 

species help to alleviate disease pressure in the remaining ash (4), while maintaining refuges for ash 

associated organisms. 

As it has become apparent that H. fraxineus had been present in Britain long before 2012, and that 

the eradication of ADB is impossible, management strategies have gradually fallen in line with 

continental Europe. The decision to stop the issuing of statutory notices for felling trees on the 

island of Ireland signals a similar shift in strategies. 

Recent updates to regulations, particularly on the island of Ireland will help to ensure the survival of 

ash associated ecosystems and the biodiversity they support. Priority should be given to cataloguing 

and understanding the different organisms which are dependent on ash. Maintaining a balance of 

healthy and dead trees for as long as possible may be good for promoting biodiversity but less suited 

to the priorities of those who own and areas with ash. Trees suffering from ADB pose a public safety 

risk and lead to precautionary felling, as witnessed recently by the National Trust in 2020 (1), with 

40,000 ash trees being removed. 

The pruning of dead branches from trees in the early stages of ADB can help slow the spread of the 

pathogen into the rest of the tree. As H. fraxineus spreads beyond the area in which symptoms are 

visible, it is necessary to also remove at least 35 cm of apparently healthy tissue beyond visible lesion. 

This practice is however time consuming and expensive. Left untreated, the open wound created by 

pruning may also be re-infected by H. fraxineus and allow entry of other pathogens. Sanitary pruning 

is only a viable where trees have a high economic or cultural value.  

H. fraxineus completes its life cycle in leaf litter, where ascospores are released (31). Removal of 

autumn leaf litter can help slow the spread of the pathogen (48) but is only practical for small 

numbers of trees in urban areas. 

Replacement of ash 

The list of tree species native to Europe suited to the conditions in which ash flourishes and without 

their own risks or threat of emerging pathogens, is short (42). The choice of alternative species is 

further complicated by the needs of the forestry industry for high quality hardwood. 

What about non-native ash species? The Asian Manchurian ash is one possibility. It is a valuable 

timber species in much of Asia. North American species such as F. pennsylvanica and F. americana ash 

have high levels of ADB tolerance ash but are unsuited to the range of growing conditions found for 
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common ash in Europe (42). There are also pest and disease risks of introducing of ash from other 

geographic areas, and assessments of invasiveness and public acceptability of other species would 

need to be undertaken.  

Chemical and biological control of H. fraxineus 

Fungicides containing triazole and quinone slow the growth of H. fraxineus in living ash. Leaf litter 

could also be treated, preventing the production of ascospores, but with negative environmental 

consequences for affected non-target fungal species (4). Overall, the damage caused by using 

fungicides in woodlands would far outweigh any benefits. 

Fungal endophytes live in plants without causing harm and may have a positive effect in relation to 

ADB infections. Hypoxylon rubiginosum, for example, has been shown to improve ash tolerance to 

ADB in lab trials, though there is no guarantee this would be repeated in nature (53). The ability of 

fungal endophytes to ward of pathogens is unpredictable. Even in the more homogenous conditions 

of fields of cereal crops, fungal endophytes which show promising results in the lab have failed to 

deliver. Our understanding of the plant microbiome has not yet reached the stage that we can 

successfully manipulate its composition to supress pathogens, particularly in a woodland setting. 

Altering soil composition can improve plant defence mechanisms, and their ability to resist diseases. 

Biochar is an organic material that has been treated with heat in the absence of oxygen. Anecdotal 

evidence suggests that it may have potential for improving the tolerance of ash to ADB, although 

supporting scientific evidence is weak. A project at Coventry University has started to investigate the 

possibility of using soil amendments to manage ADB. Like breeding for tolerance, any solutions to 

ADB based on soil health management are for the long term. 

In the late 1960s, a treatment for Chestnut Blight, a disease caused by the fungal pathogen 

Cryphonectria parasitica made use of the mycovirus Cryphonectria hypovirus 1 (CHV1). This drastically 

reduced the impact of C. parasitica on trees in Europe and restored the economic value of Chestnut. 

It was initially hoped that the mycovirus, HfMV1, could be used as a biocontrol agent of ADB. It is 

common in Europe, yet studies have shown it has little biocontrol effect (14). Attempts to find a viral 

control for H. fraxineus have so far been unsuccessful. The case of CHV1 and C. parasitica remains an 

exception in the history of managing emerging tree pathogens. 
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The global exchange of pests and pathogens 

The UK Plant Health Risk Register lists nine species of pest and pathogen as a threat to common 

ash. Among these are Candidatus fraxini, a phytoplasma which causes ‘Ash Yellows’ in North 

America and South America, and the emerald ash borer (54). 

 

Figure 11: Ash yellows on Fraxinus uhdei, Bogotá, Colombia. 

Ash yellows is a progressive disease caused by the phytoplasma Candidatus fraxini which can infect 

and kill common ash. It leads to the yellowing of leaves, crown dieback and eventually death of trees. 

It spreads naturally through insect vectors but has also been widely distributed in North America by 

the timber industry. Ash yellows is a highly damaging disease in urban settings from Bogotá to Quito 

and possibly as far as Cochabamba in Bolivia. Ash yellows has killed and disfigured many mature 

Fraxinus uhdei, widely planted along streets and highways and in green spaces. 

Current restrictions on the movement of ash material diminish the likelihood of new pathogens 

being introduced into Europe, however undetected pockets of disease may already be present. The 

early stages of Ash Yellows can be difficult to detect and for many years in Colombia symptoms were 

confused with mirid infestations due to Tropidosteptes chapingoensis. There were unconfirmed reports 

of C. fraxini in Italy in the early 2010s (54). 

The emerald ash borer, native to several countries in East Asia, can infest and kill both the common 

ash and the narrow-leafed ash. The pest is currently present in western Russia and eastern Ukraine 

and further spread by flight and human activity is highly likely. In North America it has already 

caused the death of an estimated 30 million trees, resulting in the designation of five Fraxinus species 

as critically endangered (35). Since first being reported in Michigan in 2002, it has spread through 
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the USA and Canada at a rate of 2.5 – 80 km per year. The emerald ash borer has been listed as a 

priority pest by the European Parliament (46). 

 
Figure 12: Emerald ash borer damage, including dead tree, Cincinnati 2018. 

There are 48 species in the genus Fraxinus. Globally, 11 species are threatened with extinction, with 

the main threats being pests and habitat loss. There are two recognised centres of diversity for 

Fraxinus, one in North America and one in China. 22 Fraxinus species are naturally present in North 

America. Of these, a number of species, such as white, black, and green ash are important to forestry 

(35). The threat of H. fraxineus to American ash species, already struggling with the emerald ash 

borer, is widely recognised though to date there have been no reports of ADB. 

The tolerance of North American ash species to ADB has been studied experimentally and through 

observation on species found in Europe. Black ash growing in Estonia was highly susceptible to 

ADB, while other species, such as white and green ash have higher levels of tolerance (23). All 

possible efforts should be made to avoid the introduction of H. fraxineus into North America. 
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Concluding remarks 

The ecological and economic sense of safeguarding against future epidemics is undeniable. The value 

of all live plant trade in and out of the UK in 2017 was £300 million, just 4% of the projected cost 

of ADB over the next ten years. Emerging plant pathogens will be an increasing risk to 

environmental health in coming years. 

Once a pest or pathogen is introduced, it is often too late to eradicate it. Monitoring points of entry 

is particularly important for islands like Britain and Ireland, but this task is an insurmountable 

challenge with the resources currently available. Just two H. fraxineus ascospores were enough to 

cause the ADB epidemic in Europe, and any more could introduce new levels of virulence to the 

disease. Current freezes on the import of ash offer the only guarantee that no further diversity will be 

introduced into the H. fraxineus population. 

The emergence of new pathogens is an inevitable consequence of the global movement of plants and 

plant material. Regulations limiting movement of ash plants are unlikely to remain in place for long 

in the face of pressure to continue international trade. We can monitor for diseases that are well 

known and reduce trade from affected regions to lower the risk of introduction. New risks will 

continue to exist from less well-known diseases and the introduction of unregulated material (visitors 

and returning visitors) and the practical sampling limits of plant health inspectors. 

Why was ADB not detected in the UK prior to 2012, when it is now known to have been present? It 

seems that no one was looking for it, though many people regularly walk in woodlands and observe 

nature. Had the discovery of ADB in nurseries in Kent not occurred there is no telling how much 

further the disease could have spread through wood and farmland. 

Tree health risks are better understood today compared to before the ADB outbreak. Even with 

updates to tree health monitoring since 2012, keeping track of the health of trees through official 

surveying alone is an impossible task. Detection of future emerging pathogen is a question of 

communication with the public and those already working with trees. Detection is also highly skilled 

work and new diseases are unlikely to be reported through citizen science monitoring alone. 

The history of ADB shows that a large sector of the public is highly interested in tree health once 

brought to their attention. Data collection through citizen science has been hampered in the past by 

the need for oversight by experts. Plant and disease recognition software are a massive step forward, 

meaning reports can be filtered before reaching the attention of authorities or researchers. 

The looming problem of the emerald ash borer overshadows much of the work on ash tolerance and 

ADB management. Many view the introduction of this pest as inevitable but there are success stories 

which show that public awareness and a quick response by authorities can prevent introductions. 

The Asian Long Horn Beetle (Anoplophora glabripennis), a pest of oak and other trees, was first 

reported in Kent 2012. Eight years on, following an intensive program of eradication, evidence 

suggests that the beetle is no longer present in the UK.  

Public interest in ash trees remains high, and the importance of tree health has been maintained 

since 2012. Optimistically, it seems likely that early introductions of the emerald ash borer will be 

reported and can be controlled.  
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In all likelihood, common ash will survive ADB as a species. Given time, natural selection will 

generate an ADB tolerant population. Ash trees produce high numbers of seeds and have an 

efficient dispersal mechanism. It is possible that the common ash could once again become a viable 

commercial species for the forestry industry. 

Breeding focuses on saving the next generation ash. Trees, which have been a part of the landscape 

since before the industrial revolution, will continue to be lost to the disease and their unique 

ecosystems and associated biodiversity. The complexity of the community associated with ash means 

that there are undescribed organisms living alongside the trees. Although ash itself will escape 

extinction, there are on-going risks to the survival of associated organisms. 

People care about the natural environment and are willing to sacrifice their time and money to 

protect it. Researchers will continue to dedicate their careers towards preserving the health of our 

ash trees. A perceived lack of public interest in plant health prior to 2012 may in fact have been a 

failure in communication between researchers and the public. ADB has left our political and public 

awareness of tree health as altered as it has our landscape. The challenge we now face is how to bring 

public interest to bear on the wider issues of plant health. 
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